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Electron-Assisted Generation and Straight Movement of
Skyrmion Bubble in Kagome TbMn6Sn6

Zhuolin Li, Qiangwei Yin, Wenxin Lv, Jun Shen, Shouguo Wang, Tongyun Zhao,
Jianwang Cai, Hechang Lei, Shi-Zeng Lin, Ying Zhang,* and Baogen Shen

Topological magnetic textures are promising candidates as binary data units
for the next-generation memory device. The precise generation and
convenient control of nontrivial spin topology at zero field near room
temperature endows the critical advantages in skyrmionic devices but is not
simultaneously integrated into one material. Here, in the Kagome plane of
quantum TbMn6Sn6, the expedient generation of the skyrmion bubbles in
versatile forms of lattice, chain, and isolated one by converging the electron
beam, where the electron intensity gradient contributes to the dynamic
generation from local anisotropy variation near spin reorientation transition
(SRT) is reported. Encouragingly, by utilizing the dynamic shift of the SRT
domain interface, the straight movement is actualized with the skyrmion
bubble slave to the SRT domain interface forming an elastic composite object,
avoiding the usual deflection from the skyrmion Hall effect. The critical
contribution of the SRT domain interface via conveniently electron-assisted
heating is further theoretically validated in micromagnetic simulation,
highlighting the compatible application possibility in advanced devices.

1. Introduction

Magnetic nano-domains with nontrivial topology, such as
skyrmions and skyrmion bubbles, have aroused intensive
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studies due to their intriguing properties
and potential applications in future mem-
ory devices.[1–3] These topologically nonlin-
ear spin textures are primarily stabilized
in symmetry-lacking systems, including
interfacial symmetry broken multilayers
and chiral bulk crystals based on the
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI)
mechanism.[4–6] Alternatively, other mag-
netic interactions like dipole–dipole interac-
tion (DDI),[7,8] Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–
Yosida,[9–11] or frustrated interactions[12–14]

can also determine the generation of
skyrmionic structures. Based on current
skyrmion progress, searching for field-free
topological configurations and convenient
manipulation methods at room tempera-
ture would be a breakthrough to promote
future applications in spintronic devices.

External beam stimuli such as laser,
synchrotron X-rays, and electron beams
have demonstrated the capability to gen-
erate skyrmions near Tc,

[15–18] but the
intricate requirements of special sample fabrication tech-

niques or polarized probing tips are not good to practical
applications. Instead, the interesting interactions of electrons
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with topological magnetic textures by using convenient elec-
tric manipulation[19–21] anticipate perspective application in next-
generation skyrmionic devices because of the good compatibil-
ity, low energy consumption, and high speed.[22–24] As for the
information transportation by driving the topological skyrmion
in ferromagnetic devices like race track memory, the signif-
icant pinning effects for relatively small-size skyrmions and
the usual deflection from skyrmion Hall effect[25–28] become
the big challenge. Numerous tentative studies such as confin-
ing skyrmions in the track with spatially tailored DMI,[29] ex-
ploiting the domain wall constraints,[30] using surface acous-
tic wave modulation,[31] driving skyrmions through tempera-
ture gradient[32] and searching for ferrimagnets[33] or synthetic
antiferromagnets[34–36] have been conducted but without observ-
ing the high-efficient skyrmion movement at room temperature
so far.

Recently, Kagome magnets draw great attention due to the
recently-discovered versatile nontrivial properties, such as disper-
sionless flat band,[37–39] and topological electronics, in combina-
tion with frustrated magnetism and spin–orbit coupling, which
could induce chiral anomalies, large anomalous Hall effect and
unique behavior of magnetic topological excitations.[40–43] There-
fore, it is highly anticipated to explore nontrivial spin textures in
the frustrated Kagome plane of quantum magnet TbMn6Sn6.

In this work, skyrmion bubbles have been successfully gener-
ated and driven in the Kagome plane of the TbMn6Sn6 by us-
ing two kinds of convenient electron-assisted heating sources
in Lorentz transmission electron microscopy (L-TEM). The in-
duced electron intensity gradient via converging electron beam
contributes to the dynamic skyrmion bubble lattice generation
from the local anisotropy variation across the spin reorientation
transition (SRT) domain interface, where both the skyrmion bub-
ble chain and isolated skyrmion bubble have also been obtained
in a confined structure without the requirement of any external
field. More strikingly, by subsequently utilizing the dynamic shift
of the SRT domain interface, the skyrmion bubble slaved to the
interface as an elastic composite object can be simultaneously
driven along the straight line, avoiding the significant deflection
from the skyrmion Hall effect. The corresponding micromag-
netic simulation further confirms the critical contribution of local
anisotropy change near SRT and the dipole–dipole repulsion in
generating and activating the skyrmion bubble.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. The Skyrmion Lattice Generation from Dynamic Anisotropy
Variation near SRT Induced by Converging Electron Beam

The pure single crystal structure is confirmed in TbMn6Sn6
(Note S1, Supporting Information) with centrosymmetric
P6/mmm space group and stacking of the hexagonal Tb layer
and the Kagome Mn planes along the c-axis[44,45] (Figure 1a).
Temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility 𝜒(T) (Figure 1b)
shows opposite changes of susceptibility along the H//b and
H//c axes respectively, demonstrating an abrupt SRT jump with
anisotropy from the c-axis to a–b plane upon increasing tem-
perature over Tsr = 310 K. The corresponding domain evolution
across SRT is clearly demonstrated by a series of L-TEM images
acquired in the Kagome plane of TbMn6Sn6 while gradually

heating up (Figure S2a–c, Supporting Information), where a
prominent domain interface between perpendicular stripes with
c-axis (out-of sample plane) magnetization to 180° domains with
a–b plane (in sample plane) magnetization is observed near
room temperature. The slight transition temperature difference
of ≈10 K lower than the bulk measured in the physical property
measurement system is induced by the dipolar energy difference
from sample thickness. The near room temperature SRT guar-
antees that the anisotropy transition could be induced by small
external energy like a convenient electron beam (Figure S2d–f,
Supporting Information).

A low perpendicular magnetic field of 500 Oe, which is not
high enough to change the stripe domain state, is applied to sta-
bilize the skyrmions with a certain polarization during electron
beam manipulation (Figure 1d). Strikingly, skyrmion bubbles
(Type I bubbles with a topological number of±1[46–48]) in the form
of a closely packed lattice (Figure 1e–g) are generated from multi-
ple converging electron beams on these stripe domains. The chi-
rality of generated skyrmion bubbles is preferentially fixed at one
direction with occasional coexistence of different chirality. Here,
the centrosymmetric crystal structure of TbMn6Sn6 forbids the
DMI,[42,46,49] and the skyrmion bubble is stabilized by the compe-
tition of the multiple magnetic interactions including exchange
couplings, DDI, perpendicular anisotropy, and Zeeman coupling
due to external fields. It should be noted that the generated lat-
tice can sustain at room temperature after the external field is
removed.

To stress the critical contribution of the electron intensity gra-
dient in generating skyrmion bubbles, we conducted a homoge-
neous heating experiment under a uniform low-intensity elec-
tron beam. The skyrmion bubble phase is not achieved by vary-
ing the magnetic field and the temperature (Note S3, Supporting
Information), although this homogenous condition could gener-
ate skyrmions in other materials.[8,7,50] Furthermore, we find that
the incident electron energy for the converged electron beam is
equivalent to the current density ≈105 A m−2,[51,52] which is too
low to alter the magnetization state via the spin transfer torque
(STT) effect.[53,54] These results confirm the special contribution
of converged electrons in producing the inhomogeneous gradi-
ent with a temperature higher than Tsr at the beam center and
lower in the surrounding region. Thus, the SRT domain interface
between the c-axis and a–b plane magnetization is prone to nucle-
ate the skyrmion bubble in the local sample region as schemati-
cally shown in Figure 1c. Dynamically, the corresponding oscilla-
tion of the domain interface due to the energy fluctuation (Video
S1, Supporting Information) plays a critical role in squeezing out
the skyrmion bubble from stripe domains. Additional repulsive
force due to the confinement from the surrounding rigid stripe
domain also contributes to the squeezing-out process and stabil-
ity of skyrmion bubbles after removing the external field. This dy-
namic process helps to understand why the homogeneous ther-
mal equilibrium state (Figures S3,S4, Supporting Information)
is unable to generate skyrmion bubbles. Therefore, an electron
beam could be used as a convenient heating source to generate
skyrmions with near room temperature SRT, which is difficult
for the material with SRT away from room temperature.[55–58]

The effect of converging electrons is modeled by alternating
the c-axis and a–b plane anisotropy in a local specified region in
the micromagnetic simulation with a stripe domain as the initial
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Figure 1. Skyrmion bubble lattice generated from converging electron beam under low magnetic field in the Kagome plane of TbMn6Sn6. a) Schematic
structure of Kagome plane with hexagonal R layer and Kagome Mn planes stacked along the c-axis in the sequence of Mn-Tb-Mn-Mn-Tb-Mn. b)
Temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility 𝜒(T) for zero-field cooling along the b- and c-axis, respectively, depicting the SRT magnetization transi-
tion near 310 K. c) Schematic illustration for the skyrmion bubble generation during magnetization change from out-of-plane to in-plane upon converging
the electron beam on the central white region. d–g) Domain evolution from initial stripes to skyrmion bubble lattice after repeatedly converging electron
beam. The inset shows the electron diffraction patterns of the Kagome plane. h–l) Corresponding micromagnetic simulation including the first time
converging (h) and diverging (i) electron beam, the second time converging (j) and diverging (k), and six times’ operations (l) at a magnetic field of
500 Oe. The yellow dotted circle marks the position of the local converged electron area.

ground state. Although MuMax3 is the preferential tool in recent
studies,[59] here, the simulations are performed with the standard
object-oriented micromagnetic framework (OOMMF) extensible
solver (OXS)[60] based on our accumulated experiences. Under a
low magnetic field, the skyrmion bubbles are squeezed out from
the SRT domain interface with local anisotropy change from c-
axis to a–b plane on the specific stripe region (yellow dotted cir-
cle in Figure 1h). Interestingly, after turning off the anisotropy
difference to mimic diverging the electron beam, the generated
skyrmion bubbles remain isolated (Figure 1i,k) due to the auto-
matically added DDI corresponding to the stripe domain confine-
ment. More and more skyrmion bubbles are generated by repeat-
ing the operation until the complete skyrmion bubble lattice state
(Figure 1j–l). The consistency between the experimental and sim-
ulation results confirms the effectiveness of utilizing the local
SRT domain interface to generate skyrmion bubbles from stripe
domains.

2.2. Zero-Field Skyrmion Bubble Chain and Isolated Skyrmion
Bubble via Additional Edge Confinement

We further strengthen the confinement effects by fabricating a
narrow device with rigid edges on both sides. By converging the
electron beam under the same low magnetic field of 500 Oe, sim-
ilar skyrmion bubble generation is observed together with the ex-
tending of the SRT domain interface to the other side of the stripe
as schematically illustrated in Figure 2a. The comparable size be-
tween the skyrmion bubble and geometry constriction width re-
stricts the skyrmion bubble forming in a line chain (Figure 2b–d).
The corresponding micromagnetic simulation confirms the gen-
eration evolution by highlighting the clear shift of the SRT do-
main interface between the c-axis and a–b plane magnetization
(Figure 2e–h). More strikingly, owing to the rigid edge confine-
ment, the skyrmion bubble chains can also be created and sta-
bilized via electron-assisted control in the absence of an external
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Figure 2. Skyrmion bubble generated via converging electron beam near SRT domain interface in a confined geometry with (left side) and without (right
side) magnetic field. a) Schematic illustration of the skyrmion bubble generation from dynamic shifting and squeezing the SRT domain interface in
a narrow prototype device. b–d) Skyrmion bubble chain generated via converging the electron beam under the same perpendicular magnetic field of
500 Oe but with edge confinement on both sides. The local SRT domain interface with anisotropy between the c-axis and a–b plane is marked with a
black dot line. e–h) Corresponding simulated domain evolution by OOMMF, manifesting the contribution of SRT domain interface. The magnetization
along the c-axis is represented by red (+mz) and blue (−mz) with the white area for a–b plane magnetization. i–l) Skyrmion bubble chain at zero field
due to the geometric edge confinement with different sample widths after using electron-assisted control. m–p) Different types of isolated bubbles (l–n)
and vortex (o) inside the 1 μm diameter nanodisk at zero field after similar electron-assisted control. The scale bar is 500 nm.

field (Figure 2i,j). The dynamic process of bubble chain forma-
tion can be clearly observed in the narrow stripe widths of 1 μm
while dispersing the focused beam (Video S2, Supporting Infor-
mation). The dependence of domain configuration on the width
of the sample at zero field demonstrates an elongated elliptic do-
main in a 2 μm wide stripe in comparison to the nearly-rounded
skyrmion bubbles in the narrower stripe with a width of 1 μm
and 700 nm (Figure 2i–k), respectively, emphasizing the confine-
ment contribution from the sample edge. When the width nar-
rows to ≈500 nm, only a long domain line remains along the
stripe (Figure 2l) because the stripe sample is not wide enough
to host skyrmion bubbles.

We further restrict the size in all directions by fabricating disks
with a diameter of ≈1 μm, resulting in almost round skyrmion
bubbles and type II bubbles (bubbles with a topological number
of zero[61,62]) (Figure 2m–o). The slight deformation of bubbles
in Figure 2n,o is due to the extrusion of residual stripe domains,
indicating the confinement from the domain wall. When contin-
uously converging the electron beam to above SRT temperature,
individual vortices are created due to the completely-transformed
a–b plane anisotropy (Figure 2p). Overall, we have shown that

the skyrmion bubble chain and individual skyrmion bubble can
be generated at zero field by utilizing the electron-assisted SRT
domain interface in the edge-confined prototype device.

2.3. The Skyrmion Bubble Movement Actualized by Shifting the
SRT Domain Interface

Using electric-driven topological magnetic texture movement to
transport information offers significant advantages in terms of
energy efficiency and information stability for advanced spin-
tronics applications. However, the usual pinning effects and
skyrmion Hall effect limits their straight and efficient move-
ments in ferromganets.[25–28] Here, we demonstrate the straight
skyrmion bubble movement by shifting the SRT domain inter-
face with skyrmion bubble slaved to form an elastic compos-
ite object (Figure 3), avoiding the free-skyrmion deflection from
the skyrmion Hall effect. We create an isolated single skyrmion
bubble by increasing the perpendicular field to ≈1320 Oe in
the confined 1 μm channel (Figure 3a) to simplify the response
of the skyrmion bubble lattice (Note S4, Video S3, Supporting
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Figure 3. Straight movement of an individual skyrmion bubble by shifting the SRT domain interface with heating. a–e) L-TEM images of the skyrmion
bubble movement while increasing temperature from 296 to 299.5 K to induce the SRT transition. f) Corresponding skyrmion bubble position along
respective x and y directions at different temperatures without seeing significant transverse deviation. g–l) Micromagnetic simulation showing the
skyrmion bubble movement with the shift of the SRT domain interface due to the local anisotropy change. The aspect ratio of the rectangular band is
set as 7.5. The magnetization along the c-axis is represented by red (+mz) and blue (−mz) with the a–b plane magnetization by white color. The red spot
represents the vortex core position in the background of the ab-plane anisotropy. The scale bar is 500 nm. The coordinate system with the x and y axes
is shown.

Information). Subsequently, the expansion of the a–b plane do-
main due to temperature-induced SRT leads to the continuous
shift of the domain interface along a straight line (Figure 3a-e,
together with Video S4 in Supporting Information). The scale of
the elastic composite object with skyrmion bubble slaved to the
SRT domain interface is easier to smear out the random pinning
potential. By this way, the skyrmion bubble with opposite chiral-
ity and even topologically trivial type II bubble can also be trans-
ported together with the SRT domain interface along a straight
line (Notes S5,S6, together with Video S5, Supporting Informa-
tion). The quantified displacement in respective x and y direc-
tion during its movement in Figure 3f demonstrates an almost
straight trajectory without significant deviation along the y direc-
tion. Note that the transported bubble would not return back with
the domain interface while removing the heating source (Sup-
porting Notes S5,S7, Supporting Information), indicating the di-
rectional capability of carrying information.

The corresponding micromagnetic simulations are conducted
with an individual skyrmion bubble inside the dominant c-
axis magnetization as an initial state. Gradually changing the
anisotropy from the c-axis to the a–b plane results in a similar
shift of the SRT domain interface to the right, which simulta-
neously pushes the skyrmion bubble as a composite object due
to the repulsion of DDI interactions (Figure 3g–l). Simulation re-
sults confirm the straight movement of both the skyrmion bubble
and the type II bubble along the central line without any deviation
in the y direction (Note S8, Supporting Information).

2.4. The Straight Skymrion Bubble Movement via Shifting SRT
Domain Interface with In-Plane Electric Current Pulse

Importantly, the skyrmion bubble-driven movement via shifting
SRT domain interface can be conveniently conducted by manip-
ulating electron beam (Note S6, Supporting Information) and
electric current, thereby properly addressing the practical chal-

lenges associated with common heating. Here, every time only
one square pulse with a pulse width of 100 ns is loaded. Inter-
estingly, the reversed electric current direction from Figure 4a–g
as marked by the respective red and blue arrow yields the same
movement direction of type II bubble from left to right, which ex-
cludes the STT effects[63,64] and distinguishes from the expected
annihilation for the topologically trivial spin texture with topolog-
ical number 0.[65]

To better understand the unique phenomena, the relation-
ship between the extracted temperature and the waveform of the
electric pulse is summarized from the middle part of the sam-
ple (Figure 4h) based on COMSOL temperature simulation with
the same amplitude and pulse width of the current (10 mA and
100 ns) (Note S9, Supporting Information). It turns out that the
pulsed current can increase the sample to a maximum tempera-
ture of 298.3 K, which is sufficient to shift the SRT domain inter-
face with the skyrmion bubble as a composite object as shown in
Figure 3. Four representative domain evolution states as marked
in Figure 4h are schematically illustrated (Figure 4i–l) to repre-
sent the intermediate dynamic behavior during the time period
of 500 ns. The dynamic process is similar to the temperature-
induced behavior (Figure 3a–d) by shifting the SRT domain inter-
face with the type II bubble as a composite object, not a free parti-
cle. Decreasing the current amplitude would change the magne-
tization back to the c-axis with the simultaneous return of the do-
main interface, leaving the bubble behind (Figure 4l). The fast dy-
namic process ≈400 ns is shorter than the time resolution of the
charge-coupled device (CCD) used for image recording. There-
fore, only the final state (Figure 4l) after one current pulse can be
recorded in L-TEM images.

Therefore, the electric current can be used as a convenient
heating source to drive the local anisotropy change and push
the skyrmion bubble move forward with the SRT domain in-
terface as an elastic composite object. The higher pulse cur-
rent density drives the skyrmion bubble to a further distance
(Figures 4a–d) due to the faster-increased temperature. The
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Figure 4. Straight movement of an individual type II bubble driven by pulsed electric current at 294 K. A perpendicular field of 1340 Oe is applied to obtain
a single isolated bubble. a–d) Current-driven movement of type II bubble along the +x direction after one pulse current with 100 ns width. e–g) Bubble
movement under the same current magnitude but reversed direction. The amplitude and direction of the pulse current is marked out. h) Relationship
between the pulse profile and the simulated sample temperature extracted by COMSOL. i–l) Schematic spin configuration evolution revealing the
dynamic intermediate state during the pulse excitation. Red (+mz) and blue (−mz) denote the magnetization direction along the c-axis while white
region denotes a–b plane magnetization. m) Schematic design of skyrmionic devices based on electron-assisted generation and transportation. The
scale bar is 500 nm.

approximate velocity is calculated to be ≈30 m s−1 under the cur-
rent density of (je ≈ 109 A m−2) in Note S10 (Supporting Informa-
tion), which is comparable to the speed of STT-driven skyrmions
motion at similar current density (je ≈ 1010 A m−2).[25,27,63] More-
over, such a current-driven behavior could be also applicable
for different spin textures such as skyrmion, type II bubble,
and skyrmion bubbles (Note S11, Supporting Information) with
straight trajectory. By conveniently utilizing the electron-assisted
local anisotropy change near the SRT domain interface, informa-
tion can be written from converging electron beam and subse-
quently transported via applying electric current in prototype de-
vices as schematically shown in Figure 4m.

3. Conclusion

In this study, we have experimentally demonstrated the elec-
tron intensity gradient by conveniently converging the electron
beam can dynamically oscillate and squeeze out the skyrmion
bubble at room temperature near the SRT domain interface,

which is subsequently driven along a straight trajectory with
the skyrmion bubble integrated as an elastic composite object,
overcoming the challenges from typical pinning and lateral de-
flection for skyrmions in ferromagnetic background. The corre-
sponding micromagnetic simulations confirm the crucial con-
tribution of local anisotropy variation near the SRT domain in-
terface and geometric confinement in stabilizing and transport-
ing the skyrmion bubbles. The concrete demonstration and com-
prehensive understanding of skyrmion bubble generation and
movement with convenient electron-assisted control approaches
in quantum TbMn6Sn6 at room temperature represents a signif-
icant step forward for the compatible application of topological
textures in skyrmionic devices.

4. Experimental Section
Sample Synthesis and Characterization: The single crystals of

TbMn6Sn6 synthesized by the self-flux method were the same as
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that used in the previous work.[66] Bruker D8 X-ray diffractometer with
Cu K𝛼 radiation (𝜆 = 0.15 418 nm) was used to obtain single crystal X-ray
diffraction patterns at room temperature. Magnetization measurements
were performed in Quantum Design MPMS3.

L-TEM Measurements: JEOL-dedicated L-TEM (JEOL2100F) was used
to observe the domain evolution in TbMn6Sn6. The high-temperature ma-
nipulation was carried on by Double Tilt Heating Holder (Gatan 652 TA).
The Keithley 4200A-SCS electrical measurement system was established
to apply pulsed current via Double Tilt Thermoelectrical Holder. The mag-
netic field perpendicular to the sample plane was tuned by objective lens
current. The in-plane magnetization deflected the incident electron beam
and brought out the domain wall contrast under the convergent or diver-
gent electron beam. The images with under-focal lengths were captured by
a CCD camera with an exposure time of 0.2 s. The selected-area electron
diffraction was applied to calibrate the crystalline orientation for grains.
The specimens with special design along (001) zone-axis for L-TEM ob-
servation were prepared via focus ion beam milling and patterning. The
constrained tunnel sample with the desired width was fabricated from the
ab-plane of TbMn6Sn6 single crystal.

Micromagnetic Simulation: Micromagnetic simulations were per-
formed using the standard OOMMF extensible solver (OXS).[60] The en-
ergy terms considered in this simulation can be expressed as:

𝜀tot = A
∑

i

(∇mi)
2 − K

∑

i

(
mz

i

)2 − Hz

∑

i

mz
i + 𝜀dem (1)

where mi represents the local moment reduced by saturation magnetiza-
tion Ms at the site i, A is the exchange stiffness, K is the perpendicular mag-
netic anisotropy constant, Hz is the perpendicular magnetic field and 𝜖dem
is the energy density for demagnetization. The demagnetization energy
term computed the average demagnetization field in each mesh cell using
formulae from Refs. [67,68] and convolution via the Fast Fourier Trans-
form. DMI was absent in this model for the centrosymmetric crystal struc-
ture of TbMn6Sn6. Since a massive computational time was required with
experimental length scale in micromagnetic simulation, for convenience,
the parameters for smaller skyrmions were chosen in a small simulation
area (1.2 μm × 1.2 μm × 5 nm). The mesh size was 2 × 2 × 5 nm3, which
was much smaller than the typical exchange length and the skyrmion size,
to ensure a balance between numerical accuracy and computational effi-
ciency. The parameters were set as A = 5 pJ m−1, Ku = 4 × 105 J m−3 for
out-of-plane anisotropy and Ku = −1 × 103 J m−3 for in-plane anisotropy,
Ms = 800 × 103 A m−1, Hz = 200 Oe, 𝛼 = 0.014, where the saturation
magnetization and out-of-plane anisotropy constant was higher and the
perpendicular field was lower than the experimental parameters in order
to match the numbers of the stripe domains in the reduced domain size.
The value of the perpendicular magnetic field was not enough to convert
the stripe domains into bubbles. To simulate the tunnel in this experiment,
the width of the simulated area was reduced to 0.16 μm with the periodic
boundary condition in length, and a higher magnetic field of 300 Oe was
used to stabilize the bubble in this case. The Xf_ThermSpinXfer evolver
was used to simulate the spin relaxation after fluctuation and the CG
evolver was used to simulate the domain-wall-driven behavior.

COMSOL Multiphysics Simulation: Time-dependent temperature vari-
ation of the samples was simulated by using COMSOL Multiphysics soft-
ware. The module used in this simulation was “Joule Heating” which
included an “Electric Currents” interface, a “Heat Transfer in Solids”
interface, and a Multiphysics node (Electromagnetic Heating). Time-
Dependent Solver was chosen to study the temperature evolution during
the pulsed current. The simulated structure consisted of three parts: the
Si3N4 substrate, the Pt electrodes with a thickness of 1 μm, and TbMn6Sn6
lamina. They were labeled with the colors brown, orange, and yellow re-
spectively. A region of 7 × 1 μm2 in the middle of the stripe was thinned
to 200 nm to form a constrained tunnel and the region in the surrounding
had a thickness of 1 μm. All the parameters needed in the COMSOL simu-
lations are listed in Table Supporting Information of Note S9 (Supporting
Information).
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